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Hello, Readers! My name is
Harris Alan, the Senior Vice
President in Charge of Global
Marketing Strategies at FluidCombine Industries. We are
very proud to have just completed the purchase of Minutiæ Publishing, and
are happy to welcome it into the Fluid-Combine
Industries family of businesses. Along with Minutiæ Publishing, our recent acquisitions include
“Fluids Quarterly,” “Living with Asthma Magazine” and a printing house that until recently published a weekly newsletter providing tips on locating cheap Canadian drugs.
The theme of this month’s issue of Minutiæ is
Thankfulness. What a fitting topic! Our top scientists have recently made breakthrough discoveries
in the cross-blending of rear axle oil. Now when
you reach for a parking brake, you’ll have 30%
more friction. Furthermore, our rear axle oil can
be reconstituted with deer bone enamel to provide
a cleaner solution for toys produced in China.
Lead be gone! Bone Enamel Oil is here to stay.
I, and everyone at Fluid-Combine Industries,
looks forward to a happy and fruitful relationship
with Minutiæ Publishing. Together, we can make
the world a more viscous place. !

Editor-in-Chief: Danny Cohen
Contributors: Lucas Adams, Kyle Bosman and
Danny Cohen
Comics: Lucas Adams and Kyle Bosman
Cover by Lucas Adams at
cheeseburgersinthesky.com
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Visit us online at enjoyminutiae.com
Minutiæ uses invented names, except in cases when public
figures are being satirized. Any other use of real names is
accidental and coincidental. The contents of this magazine
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AGENCY OF CÖRRESPONDENCES + COMMUNIQUÉS
I very much enjoyed your last issue on Pride.
Rarely does a magazine come out and present information to the world in such a truthful and factual manner. It finally said a lot of things that I
was always too afraid for fear of being made an
outcast from my peers and family. I hope people
will really think about it.

I was quite upset to see that in your recent issue concerning Legend, a quote of mine was completely taken out of context. I would like to personally admonish your publication for incorrectly
printing “…[Colin Powell is a beast-]man…” In no
way did I ever remotely infer that is what I had
meant to say.

Alvin Prosbteso

Al-abad Sal Mahmed

Department of Zoology, Chair

Director of Antiquities

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

The Egyptian Museum, Cairo

The last issue of Minutiæ boasted proudly on
the front cover “Important Pride Information.” I
thought the issue was going to be about sexual
identity. However, it was just page after page of
lions.
G.L.A.A.D.

In the Legend issue, you continually make reference to the movie “I Am Legend.” While I have
no problem with the topic, there are several moments in the article that the film is referred to as a
biographic picture about current recording artist
and songwriter John Legend. Such a film does not
exist.

New York City, New York

Simon Harrington

Gavin Sinclair

Los Angeles, California
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TALKING WITH STRANGERS OF NO INTEREST
Every month Minutiae sits down with one random, unspecial
stranger. This month it was Winston, Casanova of New Jersey, who approached the editors while they were having a
meeting in a Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers. He wears
sunglasses inside, a Zelda shirt, khaki shorts with pulled-up
socks, and carries a magazine bag with drum sticks. He is a
real person, though his name has been changed for obvious
reasons*.

*This obvious reason for Mintuiæ's consideration is that if
his ex-girlfriends found out where he was, his life would fall
into shambles.
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Minutiae: What.
Winston: What are you guys doing?
M: We’re making a pretend magazine.
W: Oh, well I just saw you guys had a bunch of
papers here and you looked like you were having
fun.
M: We’re writing articles about thankfulness.
W: Oh.
M: For Thanksgiving.
W: I usually spend Thanksgiving alone, because I
don’t know anyone here.
M: –
W: Where are you guys from?
M: The East Coast.
W: I’m from New Jersey.
M: Do you ever miss it?
W: I miss the pizza. There’s no good pizza here.
M: Yeah. Is there anything you don’t miss?
W: I don’t miss running into ex-girlfriends everywhere I go.
M: Did that happen a lot?
W: Yes. What do you guys do?
M: This magazine is very profitable. What do you
do?
W: I’m a programmer; I work with augmented reality.
M: Like when you look at the world through your
iPhone’s camera and it knows what you’re looking
at?
W: Heh, well that’s a small part of augmented reality. I'm working on the action figures for the new
James Cameron film.

M: How does that work with toys?
W: You have to wear special glasses.
M: What are you thankful for?
W: Um. Canter’s Deli is good. Also, that I don’t
have to run into an ex-girlfriend wherever I go.
Seriously, God it was so awkward. It was like,
“hey…” I’m just trying to eat.
M: Thank you.
M: What a nerd
M: Total nerd.
M: What's his deal?
M: I hate this place.

BASKETS
Call Andre
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THE MODERN CITIZEN
TIPPING PRACTICES

Valet
$1

Taxi
5%

Waiter
15%-20%

Doctor
delivering your
child
A nice bottle of
wine

Man who
handles the
exchange of childʼs
ransom money, though
you suspect heʼs in on
the entire scheme
Poison dinner at
Morton's

Your mother
She didnʼt ask
for you, she donʼt
get nothing in
return

WHAT WORLD LEADERS ARE THANKFUL FOR
USA - Barack Obama
A loving wife and family, and a great people that
are working to make the world a better place.
Iran - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
iPod.

Cuba - Raúl Castro
iPod.
Pakistan - Yousaf Raza Gillani
iPod.

Venezuela - Hugo Chávez
iPod.

Republika Srpska - Rajko Kuzmanovi!
The General Framework Agreement for Peace in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Russia - Vladimir Putin
iPod.

North Korea - Kim Jong-il
iPod Nano and the Black Eyed Peas.
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I'M SO HAPPY TO HAVE YOU!

IN DEBT

I'm so happy that I know you. It's like we're
always on each other's mind, taking care of each
other, showing up with chicken soup or an airport
ride in the middle of the night. I can't think of
anyone else I can feel more like myself with, or
share my deepest secrets. I'm so happy we're just
friends.
I'm so happy that we both ended up living in
San Francisco after college, and only a few blocks
away! I was worried when you said you might have
to move home and save up, but here we are. We
are so good just friends!
I'm so happy that I have someone who I can
just lie on the couch with while we watch campy
videos on a Saturday night and not have to worry
about him hitting on me. I cannot tell you how
many guys just make out with me (although I do
tell you). They’re after one thing and I give it to
them. But you? You are such a good listener!
I'm so happy that you flew across country
when you were unemployed and missing all those
interviews you had lined up, to come with me to
my cousin's wedding. There is no one, probably
not even someone I'd sleep with, that would do
that for me. It just goes to show what a real swell
guy you are. Like a little brother. A pal. My buddy.
I'm just so happy that we’re only ever going to
be just friends.

Hi guys, sorry I didn't make it to the party last
night. I was helping Gary go shopping. You know,
the guy I have a life debt to, like Chewbacca. You
guys know Gary. He's the one I'm also bringing
along to movies and stuff.
Don't act like you don't know who I'm talking
about. Last weekend we were bowling and you
asked who was the guy who was always taking my
turns. That was Gary. I've introduced you guys tons
of times. Don't act like you don't know him.
No, it's not slavery. It's not even indentured
servitude. It's a life debt. He saved my life, and in
return, I owe him mine. How are you not getting
this? I've explained it many times.
I don't give him money or things. I mean,
maybe sometimes I'll cook him dinner, but he always chips in a few dollars. It's mostly just that if
he needs a favor, I'm the first guy he turns to, and
I'm happy to do it. It's the least I could for a man
who saved my life. I’ve been his designated driver
at least nineteen times. Sometimes if he has nothing to do, I'll bring him on a date. Yes, the girls
don't get it, but why would I want to be with a
woman who doesn't get my life debt?
I've tried to repay the life debt. I really have,
believe me. When he's walking across the street,
I'm always on the side of traffic. Gary doesn't have
any incurable diseases that I can discover a remedy
for. I'm really stuck. But, guys, Gary's not that bad.
Gary. The guy I hang around with all the time.
Stop messing. Naw, I can't make it tomorrow,
Gary needs help with his taxes and I’m the only
one he’s got who knows how to e-file.
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GUIDANCE AND ADVICE
Susan Alan Wenswick is a prolific life specialist, working in
the metro Miami area. She has written several books, includ-

I saw your husband last week with a woman,
and I went up to say hello because I assumed it
was you, and then realized it wasn't you.

ing most recently How To Disassemble a Broken Relationship.

I'm looking for the best gift to give my in-laws
for helping us out when our kid was born. What
can I give them?
GOOD QUESTION! Nothing says THANKS
FOR HELPING US GET STARTED AS PARENTS like salt water taffy or sea salt infused
brownies. Growing up on the Connecticut coast,
nothing said THANKS FOR KEEPING SECRETS like a bag of assorted salty treats. No need
to send any to me, I'll pay it forward!
What makes you so great?
Why should we listen to you?
What? Sorry? I… I'm sorry.
I don't know if I read this
right? Are you asking how I'm
qualified? I got all my training
from mother. She would hold
wonderful dinner parties that
all the guests raved about.
She'd spend all week preparing
the food, decorations and
place settings. She'd have to do
it all alone, too, while Papa
was in the big city at his work,
sometimes not coming home
because he was working too
late. My mom's a REAL INSPIRATION!
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That's not a question -- but - you saw Henry
with another woman? Please. Please, tell me who!
Don’t ask me. I’m just a letter.
NO! TELL ME MORE! I've had these talks
with Henry! I thought we were past. Mother always said "once a 'has a secret other family,' always
a 'has a secret family.'" But what does she know?
She's drinking away her loneliness in the Bridgeport Retirement Shack sucking on sea salt infused
cognac! My life is in REAL SHAMBLES! !

TOASTS + PROCLAMATIONS + ANNOUNCEMENTS
On September 29, 2009, Alfred John Hensken accepted
the Nobel Prize in Physics for his astonishing work on the
mechanics of hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen with regards to
spatial continuity. The following is a reprint of his accep-

MINUTIÆ THROUGH TIME - 1953
WHAT WORLD LEADERS ARE THANKFUL FOR.

tance speech.

Thank you so much for awarding me. It is a
great honor to be accepting on behalf of my team.
We had been working tirelessly for the past nine
years on the problems of bringing clean water to
those in remote areas. The distribution and availability of our natural resources, most importantly
being water, is of growing concern as the world's
population increases and global climate change
begins to alter our environment in ways we can
only imagine. [coughs]
This issue of moisture relocation is something
that I first became interested in as a doctoral candidate at Cambridge. After a series of failures, I
was asked to leave and came back to the states
where I spent three years at MIT in the Condensed Matter Department. Still my theories and
experiments were not providing the results I, nor
my department chair, hoped for. [pauses] That being said, there are some feelings that one has
when they are kicked out of MIT for not publishing. And I felt like I would do anything to prove
that I was a capable and intelligent scientist.
I began to work on my own, maxing out credit
cards. I put my elderly father into a home, took
out a mortgage on the house I grew up in, that my
father built with his bare hands. Soon I had to sell
the house to fund my experiments. I made small
break throughs here and there, but nothing of
great importance. I published in the “Journal of
Physics” and miraculously I began to receive donations from curiously secretive yet interested parties
in Zurich.

USA - Dwight D. Eisenhower
A loving wife and family, and a great people
that are working to make the world protected
against the dangers of communism.
Iran - Fazlollah Zahedi
Polio Vaccine.
Venezuela - Marcos Pérez Jiménez
Polio Vaccine.
Soviet Union - Joseph Stalin
Polio Vaccine.
Cuba - Fulgencio Batista
The generosity of the United States and providing of polio vaccine.
Pakistan - Hajji Sir Khawaja Nazimuddin
Polio Vaccine and Political Stability.
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia - Josip
Broz Tito
The strong Yugoslavian name of Tito and the
polio vaccine.
North Korea - Kim Il-sung
Polio Vaccine and the Speedee Service System
of Ray Kroc.
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Soon enough I was making drastic advances
with the help of a full time staff. On a cold winter's day six years ago, I was flown via private jet to
Zurich to meet with the group of men who had
been sending me my money. I was asked to move
to Switzerland to complete my research. This put a
great strain on my wife [looks down] ex-wife and
mine's, and my daughter's, relationship.
I was given more funding and lab opportunities than I had ever dreamed up. I began to sleep,
at the most, two hours a day. The benefactors,
whom I've only ever known as the Council of the
Shadow Vault, had me testing new strange theories. Instead of bringing water to people, they
asked me to remove hydrogen from bodies of water. This was where some incredible breakthroughs
came.
I [pauses, looks down and away, fights back tears] -I have to admit that the last two years have been a
dazzling whirlwind of [single tear falls down cheek]
pardon me… sometimes I tear up for no reason, a
side effect of the research, I imagine. I -- I want to
thank -- [stumbles for a moment, appears to almost
black out] The last two years have been a dizzying
series of stumbles upon my life.
I have destroyed water supplies for centuries to
come, akin to salting the earth. Water tables and
aquifers might as well be dug out and replaced
with concrete slabs. There is no hope.
I am wealthy beyond any possible imagination.
I travel the world and nothing excites me. Meeting
with African warlords who liken me to a god only
makes me want to take my own life. I have bought
countless pieces of priceless art to fill the void left
in my life, but I have gone colorblind from guilt.
My hearing range has dimished. My painstakingly
assembled CD collection might as well be dust.
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I can't enjoy food. Though I can buy anything
I want, all I want is to be able to taste the wonderful simplicity of McDonald’s. I could afford to eat
from a personal cow of mine, but food no longer
has taste. Consuming the calories to continue my
existence is a daily trial. [dry heaves}
Furthermore, there are certain kinds of
women that are attracted to men with power and
money, but I do not find any love in their vapid
souls. I've been with the most beautiful women in
the world, and I wake up wishing that I could just
end it all. However, the logical part of my brain
argues that I cannot commit suicide, for the Darwinian principle of procreation and a need to
prosper disallows me from taking my own life.
My children barely talk to me. I try to give
them money, which they don't accept, and my
time, which repels them. I begged for my daughter
to let me give my grandson one of my perfectly
fine livers, but she would not accept any part of
me in him, let alone the disgust she feels for herself. She has since changed her last name and
moved. I do not know where she lives.
My own lowly desire for respect and admiration from my peers has led me on a quest to the
darkest holes of the human psyche and wickedness
of the soul. I accept this award only in hopes that
it might stop the scientific community from allowing one's ethics to become distorted to the point
of mass destruction. The only honor you could
give me now is a slow torture on the way to my
death and allow for some justice in this world. !

THANKFULNESS

